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TY328019
 Kids Ride On Car



77 lbs is the maximum weight for 1 rider (combined)

Item  Specification

Age 3-8years old  
Max Weight
Dimension 
Speed 

12V

 Motor  

 Play Time 1-2 hours / recharge time 8 -12hours  

High-speed:5.5-6KM/H     Low-speed:2.6-3KM/H 

Charger 
 

Out Put DC12V  

Batteries  

12V

 77 lbs.

45” x 30.5” x 26.5”
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Flat head screw
M4*14

16 46

NUT  M10

BACKSHAFT BASE（L/R）

REAR TAILSTOCK

4

77LBS

LBS

Flat head screw
M4*12

10

4

CHAIRSEAT  BACK

Driving wheelfront wheel

STEERING BRACKET

P Left and right bracket
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x10

1.Clip the steering bracket assembly into the body. Fix with screws.
2.Clip rear axle mount into the body. Screw in.（Distinguish between left and right）

LR

LR

x104

3.Clip the left and right brackets into the body and fix them with screws

P
LR

I

Put the gasket, front wheel, gasket and nut into the front axle in turn.
Fix the nut with the plate hand, and then fix the wheel cover on the wheel.

Put the rear wheel, gasket and nut into the rear axle in turn.
Fix the nut with a wrench, and then fix the wheel cover on the wheel.

Insert the rear axle into the rear axle mounting. Then insert the gearbox into the rear axle.
 (pay attention to the left and right)
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x2

Clip the seat back into the body and fix it with screws (snap in place)

08 09

Clip rear tailstock into the body

x2

Clip the seat into the body and fix it with screws (snap in place)



Clip the steering wheel into the body

Clip wind deflector into the body

x2

Clip rearview mirror into mirror base（L/R）

Pull out the hood retaining buckle.Open the hood and plug in the power cord9
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B

MODE

USB

/V- /V+

/V-: 
/V+: 

Functional description

USB
MODE：Switching mode.1.Music.2.Radio.3.Bluetooth

: 

Digital Electricity Display

Trigger the previous song, long press to decrease the volume
Trigger the next song, long press to increase the volume.

Trigger pause/playback; 
In radio mode, press for 1 second to automatically search for stations.

FAST

SLOW

Power switch

Forward. Stop. Back

Fast and slow switch

Bluetooth function

Charging hole

Light bar switch
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The charging hole is located under the instrument cluster

N

Do not mix old and new batteries.
Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc), or rechargeable batteries.

The battery on the vehicle is not replaceable.
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Protective equipment should be worn. Not to be used in traffic. 

The toy should be used with caution since skill is required to avoid falls or collisions 
causing injury to the user or third parties.

To reduce the risk of injury,adult supervision is required.Never use in roadways,near 
motor vehicles,on or near steep inclines or steps,swimming pools or other bodies of 
water;always wear shoes,and never allow more than one rider.

CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts.
Not for children under 3yrs.
To reduce the risk of injury, adult supervision is
required.Never use in roadways,  near motor vehicles , on or
near steep inclines or steps,swimming poors or other bodies of
water; always wear shoes, and never allow more than one rider

ADULT ASSEMBLY REQUIRED

Not to be used in traffic.
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